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THE TEMPLE OF WHOLESALE : A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

More than a new edition, WSN proposes to all professionals in fashion a temple of  wholesale in the 
heart of Paris, a new and even more global offer.   

From Saturday, January 21st to Monday, January 23rd, WSN brings together, during the 3 days, 5 
professionals in one place, Porte de Versailles, and gains in audience and visibility with 1255 brands 
and suppliers expected.   

The diversity of all fashion sectors, embodied by Who’s Next, Impact, Bijorhca, Salon International 
de la Lingerie (SIL) and Interfilière Paris, makes it more than ever the business meeting place for 
fashion in France and internationally, accessible via a single badge. A global experience where 
buyers and professionals of the sector will gain synergies and business solutions.    

“There are not many places where retailers can do business as they do twice a year at our trade 
shows, but also exchange ideas with peers and make contacts within the same community, which 
then meets up for afterworks and to party together. We were able to weigh the importance of this 
exchange dimension during our last edition in September. This pleasure of getting together is also 
WSN’s strength.
In this physical temple of wholesale, we have integrated an omnichannel offer with a pop-up of de-
signer products selected by WSN that can be found on our CXMP platform, launched a year ago.” 

Frédéric Maus, CEO at WSN

COSMOPOLITANISM AND EXPERIENCES IN THE FANTASY DISTRICT

District Fantasy’s inspiration borrows from the theme of the initiatory journey. The cosmopolitanism 
of the different districts has been ideated as a kaleidoscope whose colors and shapes evolve as 
you wander around. District Fantasy offers an introspective journey within various universes such 
as well-being - massages and lithotherapy on Bijorhca, video games and retro-gaming space, or 
delicacies - tea room. Blurring the notions of borders and limits, you are embarked from the very first 
stop in an experience from which you will emerge different.  
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ZOOM ON EXHIBITORS:    

 1255  brands will be expected between Hall 1 and Hall 4 (Salon international de la lingerie and 
Interfilière Paris)
 
Hall 1 > 
Bijorhca : 120 brands
Who’s Next : 700 brands 
IMPACT : 65 brands 

Nouvelles brands: 29 % 
 
French brands : 46 % 

Top 5 international brands: 
Italy 13%
Spain 9%
India 6%
Germany 4%
Turkey  4%
 
Distribution on Who’s Next & Impact
RTW: 44 % 
Accessories: 56 % 

“We can talk about the fact that today wholesale comes more in the style of a pop-up. Let’s take the 
example of DNVBs, these brands that have successfully developed on the digital market in the last 
few years. They are a blessing for department stores that welcome them with pop-ups and corners. 
We have a real role to play as a content provider in this relationship and also help these new faces 
to grow. We ourselves are a great showcase for creation.”  
Sylvie Pourrat, Director of the WSN Offer

PANAFRICA



THE CXMP CONCEPT STORE : THE 
MULTICHANNEL WHO’S NEXT LAB

The first stop of District Fantasy coincided 
with the brand new CXMP District.   Conceived 
as a concept store combining new creations and 
favorite brands, it offers a Who’s Next selection 
of ready-to-wear, accessories, beauty and li-
festyle, which can be found on the cxmp.com 
marketplace for a 100 % omnichannel business 
experience that will be enriched with each new 
edition.  
 
Among the brands in this selection : the Bel-
gians of OUR SISTER and their colorful ready-
to-wear, the sexy and athletic lingerie by RU-
BAN NOIR, the accessories and household 
linen by JAMINI, the jewelry made in Paris by 
CLAUDE PARIS, candles and products Made in 
France PIKOC or the organic and vegan make-
up by FRED MECENE (France).
Right next to the concept store, you will find the 
Ulule area, which embodies WSN’s support for 
very new creators.        

ULULE :

With 176 projects to its credit since the launch 
of the partnership, and 36 projects integrated 
between September 2022 and January 2023, 
the Ulule space confirms its role as a spring-
board. Some brands, such as  AQTE2, French 
brand of sustainable, recycled and vegan snea-
kers, have developed their own distribution 
channels, but find on the trade show the tools 
to grow by gaining an international audience. 
Mixing ready-to-wear, accessories, leather 
goods and lifestyle, the Ulule concept store will 
welcome on this edition:  ADELPHE - ATANA - 
BERGA - BIJOUX CENDRES BLEUES - 
BOUGIES TOTEM - ERRO - HANOÏ PARIS - 
HERCULE STUDIO - KITAC - KWASH - 
MAISON DOUILLET - MAISON FT - MAMANA 
- MEÏLA - MILK’ALA - N’GO SHOES - 
UROBOROS.
 

On the right wing, you will find Fame, the ready-
to-wear, the Trendy space; on the left all sectors 
of the accessory with at the center What’s Up, 
and, a reinforced IMPACT this year thanks to 
the presence of NEONYT PARIS, famous Berlin 
fair and reference on all of the eco-conception 
and sustainability market.     

RUBAN NOIR

KICKERS



IMPACT WELCOMES NEONYT PARIS :

Since 2019, through IMPACT, WSN supports 
sustainable brands that decide to impose stron-
ger constraints on the production and marketing 
of their products in order to protect the planet. 
More globally,as a player in the French event 
industry, the concentration of the show over 3 
days is part of the approach of greater sobriety 
and attention to a more reasoned management 
of our waste and our energetic consumption.      

The partnership with Neonyt, the Berliner trade 
show, a reference in the curation of sustainable 
brands, is starting this edition. It marks the first 
stage of a collaboration that will continue in the 
next editions, proof of the desire to reinforce this 
sustainable and engaged offer.  

While Kickers will present its first ready-to-wear 
collection at the event, Panafrica, with its We 
Jump collective, will share its experience with 
new designers. There will also be ECOLAF and 
its Upcycling the Oceans initiative, Dedicated, 
Skfk, Komodo, Topissima, Parafina and more…  

On the left wing, next to the accessory area, Bi-

jiorcha will welcome the jewelry industry and a 
dome with conferences and specific round-table 
discussions.      

BIJORHCA: THE JEWEL AND ITS 
KNOW-HOW 

With a new 3-day format, all jewelry professions 
will present at Bijorhca, a major industry event 
operated by WSN since May 2021. Here too, 
exchanges and information flow on the trades 
and know-how complement the business and 
raw materials offer (Elements). In addition to 
the regulars, Satellite, Philippe Ferrandis, So-
phie Goesth, Muja Juma, Samuel Coraux, the 
trade show will welcome new brands such as 
Balimba, Chic Pig, Perigrine, Hara Karamichali 
Jewellery, Signe Particulier, the new Corsican 
brand Casalucia, which has already collabo-
rated with Atelier Paulin, and the Spanish Uno 
de 50.      

New this year: conferences on business topics 
in the jewelry sector will be held under the dome 
to discuss concrete subjects such as copy-
right and counterfeiting, training in the fashion 
jewelry sector, or talk about the regulation of the 
guarantee of precious metals.        



PRIZES AND ALWAYS A PARTY

LES AWARDS : New highlight
New gatherings for the Professional Com-
munity. 
To go further in supporting creation, and to fur-
ther strengthen the community, WSN imagined 
new moments of connections, «les Awards», 
that are to happen after the professional day 
and before the parties.   

Join us on Saturday, January 21st at 6:30 pm 
in the “Chill & Party” area of Hall 1 at Porte de 
Versailles to attend the DHL Talent Mode In-
ternational Award ceremony in partnership 
with the Fédération Française du Prêt-à-Porter 
Féminin. The winning brand will be exhibited on 
Sunday, January 22nd in the “CXMP Distric-
t”area.  

BabyBrand Award ceremony by the brand 
SMILEY, which will be launching a movement 
to support sustainable brands called Future 
Positive® on Impact. Sunday at 6:30 pm in the 
“Chill & Party” area of Hall 1.     

WHO’S NEXT PARTIES: GLITTER AND 
FLUORESCENCE

The Posca markers brand will be joining Who’s 
Next to offer an immersive and colorful expe-
rience over the three days.  

Saturday, January 21st from 7pm
Full moon opening party
You Flow experience & Fluo Games

Sunday January 22nd from 7pm
90’s Closing Party
Neon Games & You Flow experience
 
Surprises all night long
Chill & Party Zone - hall 1

ECOALF
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Salon International de la Lingerie and  Interfilière Paris

Since July 2022, WSN has operated with the organization of the Salon International de la Lin-
gerie and Interfilière Paris for Eurovet alongside Who’s Next, Impact, Neonyt Paris and Bijorhca. 
The badge gives access to the two trade shows in Hall 4. The merger with WSN reinforces the 
fashion dimension of this market, which has evolved considerability in recent years and has diver-
sified both in terms of the offer and the players. The revisited fashion show and the trends forum 
are the two highlights.   

> 370 exhibitors expected on the 21st of January 
SIL: 250
IFL: 120
New brands on SIL: 34 % 
French brands : 23 % 

Top 5 international brands: 
Germany 12%
Italy 9%
China 7%
Turkey 7%
USA 6%



REGISTER

About

WSN Développement is the company that organizes the Parisian trade shows for international 
fashion professionals, mainly brands and distributors.
WHO’S NEXT, in January and September, presents ready-to-wear, accessories, beauty and lifestyle 
alongside IMPACT, the gathering of initiatives promoting the ecological and solidarity transition, and 
TRAFFIC the event dedicated to solutions and innovations for fashion retailers and brands.
Since May 2021, WSN operates the organization of BIJORHCA for BOCI alongside WHO’S NEXT. 
During Fashion Week in March and October, PREMIERE CLASSE presents fashion accessories 
with a fine selection of ready-to-wear.
Since July 2022, WSN operates the organization of the International Lingerie Show and Interfilière 
Paris for Eurovet alongside WHO’S NEXT.
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https://platform.wsn.community/registration/633ae618491e5901502ec459?force_new_registration=true  
https://whosnext.com/

